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Abstract

Due to the complexity of financial market, it is a challenging task to forecast the direction of stock index movement. 
An accurate prediction of stock index movement may not only provide reference value for the investors to make 
effective strategy, but also for policy maker to monitor stock market, especially in the emerging market, such as 
China. In this paper, we investigate the predictability of Least Square Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) by 
predicting the daily movement direction of China Security Index 300 (CSI 300). For comparing purpose, another 
artificial intelligence (AI) model, Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) and two Discriminant Analysis models are 
performed. Ten technical indicators are selected as input variables of the models. Experimental results reveal that 
LSSVM method is very promising for directional forecasting for that it outperforms PNN, Linear Discriminant 
Analysis (LDA), Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) in both training accuracy and testing accuracy.
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1. Introduction

The financial market movements prediction is regarded as one of the most challenging tasks of time series 
prediction since the financial market is complicated, dynamic, evolutionary and nonlinear1. In addition, the affected 
factors in financial market include political events, general economic conditions, investors’ expectations and 
psychology, and other financial market movements2. It’s meaningful to study the stock index movement of emerging 
markets such as that of China. China security Index 300 future is the only financial future in China. As the 
underlying index, CSI 300 covers about one seventh of all stocks listed on China’s stock markets and about 60% of 
the markets’ value. It is able to reflect the integral performance of China’s Shanghai and Shenzhen stock markets3.
Therefore, an accurate prediction of CSI 300 movement may not only provide reference value for the investors to 
make effective strategy, but also for policy maker to monitor stock market. 

Considering the previous studies in forecasting stock index direction movement, it can be classified into two 
categories: statistical models and artificial intelligence (AI) models. For examples, Discriminant Analysis (including 
Linear Discriminant Analysis, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis)4,5, logit and probit binary models4, the generalized 
methods of moments (GMM) with Kalman filter6, random walk6 and case based reasoning (CBR)7. AI models 
include Support Vector Machine (SVM) 2, 5,7-9 and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 2,4-7,10,11. Especially ANNs used 
include Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) 4,6, back propagation neural network (BP)5,7 ,radial basis function
neural network 10and Bayesian regularized artificial neural network11.To sum up, the experiment results of previous 
researches show that AI models has better performance.

Particularly, as a modified version of SVM, Least Square Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) was proposed by 
Suykens and Vandewalle12 in 1999. It retains principle of the structural risk minimization (SRM) and has important 
improvement of calculating speed with traditional SVMs. It is because of changing inequality constraints into 
equations and takes a squared loss function. Therefore, LSSVM solves a system of equations instead of a quadratic 
programming problem. Due to these advantages of LSSVM, we employ it as the classification model. 

This study aims to explore the predictability of Least Square Support Vector Machine (LSSVM).The rest of the 
article is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the basic theory of LSSVM for classification. The 
experimental study is illustrated in section 3. Section 4 contains the concluding remarks.

2. Theory of LSSVM  for classification

Support vector machine (SVM) was firstly proposed by Vapnik in 1995 based on the principle of structural risk 
minimization (SRM), and it have been applied in many fields of classification and regression13. It has been proved to 
possess its excellent capabilities even for small sample, by minimizing an upper bound of the generalization error.
However, SVM training is a time consuming process specially when analyzing huge dataset. For this purpose, least 
squares support vector machine (LSSVM) is proposed to overcome these shortcomings8.In recent years, LSSVM has 
been successfully used for modeling economic time series14, 15. In the following part, there will be brief description 
of LSSVM for classification.

Considering binary class problem with the dataset { , , 1,2... }i iG x y i l , the input attributes vector is 

1,... nX x x and the output class labels are { 1,1}iy .The basic concept of LSSVM is using linear model to 

implement nonlinear class decision boundaries by mapping the original input data X into a high-dimensional 
M classification function can be formulated 

as follows,

( ) ( )Tf x Sign w x b                                                                                                                              (1)

X into a high-dimensional feature space. 
Coefficients w and b are obtained by minimizing the upper bound of generalization error. Accordingly, Eq. (1) can 
be got by solving the following optimization problem:
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where
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are the error variables and is the penalty parameter. By using Lagrangian function and the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for optimality of Eq. (2), we can get the final classification solution of the primal 
problem:

1

( ) Sign ( , )
l

i i

i

f x w K x x b                                                                                                 (3)

In Eq. (3), K (•) is the kernel function which can simplify the use of a mapping. In this investigation, Gaussian 
RBF kernel function 2( , ) exp 2

i i
K x x x x with a width of is used. More details about LSSVM can refer to12,

16.

3. Experiment Study

In this section, the research data in this study is first described. Then, experimental results and corresponding 
analysis and explanations are reported.

3.1. Data Descriptions

In this study, ten technical indicators are used as input variables to predict the direction change of daily China 
Security Index 3002, 7. Table 1 summarizes the selected attributes and their formulas. The summary statistics for 
each indicator is presented in Table 2.The directions of daily change of China Security Index 300 are categorized as 
“0” and “1”. “0” means that China Security Index 300 at time t is lower than that at time -1t , while China 
Security Index 300 at time  t is higher than that at time -1t , the direction is “1”.

Table 1. The technical indicators and their formulas.

Indicator name Formula

MA10 (Simple 10-day moving average) 1 9...

10
t t tC C C

WMA10 (Weighted 10-day moving average) 1 9( 1) ...

( ( 1) ... 1)
t t tn C n C C

n n

MTM (Momentmum) -t t nC C

Stochastic K %

100t t n

t n t n

C LL

HH LL

where tLL and tHH mean the lowest low and highest high in the last t days, 

respectively

Stochastic D %
-1

0
%

n

t ii
K n

RSI (Relative Strength Index)
1 1

- -0 0

100
100 -

1
n n

t i t ii i
Up n Dw n

where tUp means upward change and tDw means downward change at time t .

MACD 
(Moving average convergence divergence)

2 DIFF DEA ,

where ,12 ,26t tDIFF EMA C EMA C , ,9DEA EMA DIFF ,

and ( , ) 2 1 ( , -1) 1EMA X n X n EMA X n n
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WR (Larry William’s R %) 100n t

n n

H C

H L

A/D Oscillator (Accumulation/Distribution) -1t t

t t

H C

H L

CCI (Commodity Channel Index)
0.015t t tM SM D where t t t tM H L C , 11

n

t t ii
SM M n ,

and 11

n

t t i ti
D M SM n

Note: tC is the closing price at time t , tL is the low price at time t , tH is the high price at time t .

Table 2. Summary statistics of the indicators.

Indicator name Max Min Mean Standard deviation
MA10 5726.471 839.746 2699.383 1181.275
WMA10 5765.633 837.377 2700.802 1180.632
MTM 896.980 -1076.050 11.177 230.996
K % 99.100 4.353 57.956 27.473
D % 97.723 6.928 57.880 25.055
RSI 97.361 5.215 53.606 21.060
MACD 185.662 -186.016 0.163 43.577
WR 100.000 0.000 41.957 33.485
A/D Oscillator 658.684 -129.784 49.296 47.018
CCI 292.600 -373.868 13.333 110.922

The data set covers the period from April 27, 2005 to February 15, 2012, with a total of 1653 observations. In 
these China Security Index 300 data, the former 80% of the data set (1322 observations) is taken as the training 
dataset which is used to determine the specifications of the models and parameters. The rest set of the data (331 
observations) is chosen as testing dataset to evaluate the performances among various forecasting models. The 
number of “decrease” and “increase” for each year is given in Table 3.The numbers of decreasing direction is 734, 
with 44.4% of all samples.

The original data are scaled into the range of [-1, 1] to ensure that the larger value input attributes do not 
overwhelm smaller value inputs.

Table 3. The number of cases in the China Security Index 300 data set.

Year
Total

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Decrease 81 85 82 137 86 121 129 13 734

% 48.21 35.27 33.88 55.69 35.25 50.00 52.87 50.00 44.40
Increase 87 156 160 109 158 121 115 13 919

% 51.79 64.73 66.12 44.31 64.75 50.00 47.13 50.00 55.60
Total 168 241 242 246 244 242 244 26 1653

3.2. Experimental Results

In this study, LSSVM is implemented via LSSVMlab1.8 toolbox of MATLAB software package. The kernel 
type selection of SVMs is usually based on application-domain knowledge and may reflect distribution of input 
values17. Due to the good performance of Gaussian kernels under smoothness assumptions18, the Gaussian radial 
basis function is used as the kernel function of LSSVM. As the penalty parameter and kernel parameter should 

be predetermined and play important roles in the performance of SVM18, 10-fold cross-validation with grid search 
method is used to tune the parameters.

For comparing purpose, Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and 
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) are applied as the benchmark approaches to LSSVM.
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Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) was proposed by Specht in 1990, and it built on the Bayesian strategy of 
classification. A complete description of PNN and its mathematical background can refer to19.The MATLAB Neural 
Network 5.0 toolbox was used to construct PNNs and test their classification accuracy. 

Discriminant analysis is a statistical technique to study the differences between two or more groups of objects 
with respect to several input (independent) variables. In this study, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and 
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) are employed by using MATLAB Statistic toolbox. 

The classification performance is evaluated by hit ratio of training data and testing data respectively. 
Accordingly, the best results of different models are reported in Table 4.

Table 4. The performance Comparison of different models.

Evaluation indicator LSSVM PNN QDA LDA
Trianing accuracy 92.97 92.89 86.87 88.18
Testing accuracy 89.12 80.97 87.92 87.31

From Table 4, The LSSVM performs best in all these direction forecasting methods in terms of training data and 
testing data, which shows that LSSVM has stronger predictability. The other artificial intelligence (AI) model, PNN
performs better than Discriminant analysis in terms of training data, but has inferior performance in testing data. It 
may because of the neural networks are vulnerable to the over-fitting problem. Comparing the two Discriminant 
analysis methods, QDA performs better than LDA in terms of testing data, despite of inferior prediction 
performance of training data. The main reason may be that LDA assumes equal covariance in all of the classes, 
which is not consistent with the properties of input variables.

For further examination about whether LSSVM significantly outperforms the other models, the McNemar test is 
performed. The test is a nonparametric test in the analysis of pairs of matched samples ( 1 2,i iY Y ), and is useful with 

before-after measurement of the same subjects 20. Specifically, it is one degree of freedom chi-square test which is 
applied to 2 × 2 contingency tables with a dichotomous variable, to determine whether the row and column marginal 
frequencies are equal. The null hypothesis assumes that the total rows are equal to the sum of columns in the 
contingency table. Table 5 shows the result of the McNemar test to compare the prediction performance of the 
testing data.

Table 5. McNemar values (p-values) for comparison of performance.

PNN QDA LDA
LSSVM 0.679(0.410) 4.654(0.031) 10.321 (0.001)

PNN 0.327(0.568) 2.326(0.127)

From table 5, it can be found that LSSVM outperforms LDA and QDA model at 1% and 5% significant level 
respectively. However, LSSVM does not significantly outperform PNN. In addition, the results of table 5 also 
demonstrate that PNN and two Discriminant analysis (QDA and LDA) do not significantly outperform each other.

4. Conclusion

It is important for the development of trading strategies in stock market to predict the direction of movements of 
stock index. Successful prediction is helpful for financial traders to decide whether to buy or sell. Due to the 
complexity of financial market, this study attempted to predict the direction of movement of China Security Index 
300 with Least Square Support Vector Machine. Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) and two Discriminant analysis
models (QDA and LDA) are performed to predict the direction changes of CSI 300 on the daily data from 2005 to 
2012. According to the empirical study, we find that LSSVM is superior to other direction movement predicting 
models in terms of training and testing data. This indicates that LSSVM is a promising method for financial 
direction movement prediction which may be a result of structural risk minimization principle and its improvement 
for SVM. In addition, PNN performs better than QDA and LDA in training data but not the same in testing data, 
which may because of that neural networks are more vulnerable to the over-fitting problem.
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